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Connectivity: Starting Simple
Habitat
– Environmental or ecological area inhabited by a species
 Habitat connectivity
– Habitat conditions across time and space that allow a species to
compete their life history and reproduce
 Habitat fragmentation
– Emergence of discontinuities in an organism’s preferred environment
may have direct impacts on the population/distribution of a species
 Habitat connectivity & fragmentation concepts widely accepted
– Approach for incorporating into management and restoration planning
objectives variable (e.g., ranging from explicit to implicit)
– Few commonly accepted metrics and tools for measuring habitat
connectivity and fragmentation in practice for restoration planning
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Other Interactions Impact Habitat Connectivity
•
•
•

Connectivity and fragmentation in the food web and ecosystem functions
can negate physical habitat connectivity
Connectivity and fragmentation of human activities and expectations can
negate physical habitat connectivity
Interactions between habitats, ecosystem functions, and human uses
may be linked in time and space and very complicated
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… and Human Expectations Misaligned
Different human uses and perspectives have different
values which are not directly comparable
Total Economic Value =

Direct Use Value + Indirect Use Value +
Optional Use Value + Existence Value

Causes, drivers, sources and financial resources amy be
misaligned?
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… On Landscape or Watershed Scale
Ignoring complicated
habitat, ecosystem
function, and human
interactions on
landscape scale
doesn’t lead to the
bests outcomes
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Planning Process for Restoration Can Range
from Simple to Complex
Variable Process:
– Subjective (opportunistic and/or political) vs. Objective
(deliberate and/or strategic)
 Programmatic or site specific process based on
– Best professional judgment (BPJ)
– Deterministic, science-based models
– Geospatially explicit metrics and models
– Stochastic and probabilistic models
– Decision analysis support tools
– Integrated, ecosystem based management models
 NEPA addresses multiple disciplines & human perspectives
– “Stacked” analysis of multiple perspectives ≠ integrated
analysis
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Restoration Complexity

Future ………. Present



Present Approaches and Issues
BPJ
– Necessary but not sufficient to be “correct” when uses, perspectives,
and values differ greatly
 Use of science-based deterministic simulation models
– Works best when conditions are relatively uniform, simple and certain
– Model conditions by habitat class based on “average” conditions
– Assumption that each acre within a habitat class has equal value
– Temporal estimates of habitat, environmental conditions, and human
uses are projected independently and “overlaid”
• interactions between categories not tracked nor understood
• difficult to identify critical interactions or conditions
• geospatially-explicit verification of site specific conditions for
adaptive management may require averaging many parcels within
a habitat class rather than verifying each parcel
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Get Beyond Static Uniform Value Assumptions








Accounting for complements vs. substitutes
 Are there certain parcels that make others more or less valuable?
Accounting for resiliency
 Is redundancy useful for the context?
Accounting for risk and uncertainty
 Provide greater differentiation on risk and uncertainty between
scenarios (e.g. less connectivity = more risk of failure).
Accounting for differences in likely future value between sites and
options
 Emergent properties, benefits
 Separate parcel-specific benefits from landscape-scale benefits
Selection of geospatial & temporal metrics and models
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Restoration Scaling of Environmental Damages

Example No. 1
Restoration Scaling of Environmental Damages
Incorporating Geospatial Connectivity in Habitat Equivalency Analysis (HEA)
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HEA 101 – Overview of Elements of Habitat
Equivalency Analysis
Objective: scaling lost
ecosystem services (A) with
compensatory restoration (B)
actions to make the public
whole for the lost use of a
resource.
Selected critical issues
 Defining baseline
 Measuring lost services and recovery with
appropriate indicators & metrics
 Accounting for changes in conditions & value
over time
 Defining & scaling compensatory restoration
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Accommodate Landscape Dynamics in
Restoration Scaling


ISSUES:
 HEA is a deterministic model with few or no stochastic elements
 Explicit assumption regarding substitution of habitat and all habitat
values within a category being equal
 Habitat categories rarely incorporate connectivity, geospatial
attributes, potential benefits for redundancy, or value of scarcity in
damage determination
 More often addressed as part of project selection criteria for
compensatory restoration
 Leads to conflicts between responsible parties and Trustees in
damage determination and restoration scaling if costs, benefits,
and risks are unequal within habitat categories
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Need for Geospatial Analyses –
Megafire Impacts on Terrestrial Habitat

D.A. Hanson et al. 2013 Forest Ecology and Management 294:166-177

Panel A – prefire conditions of overstocked, high-risk old growth
conditions for trees > 10” DBH
 Panel B – one potential post-fire outcome at 80% tree mortality
 Panel C – mathematical equivalent under HEA as Panel B due to lack of
geospatially sensitive indicators
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Need for Geospatially-Sensitive Metrics –
Portland Harbor Superfund Site Example
• Policy decision:
50% of restoration
in harbor based on
need for offchannel salmon
habitat
• High restoration
costs and risks in
harbor
• Project selection
criteria includes
connectivity
• The challenge is
align damage
determination and
scaling metrics
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Accommodate Landscape Dynamics in
Restoration Scaling
•

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS:
• Create subcategories of habitat classes that incorporate connectivity
– e.g., proximity to critical habitat
• Include synergistic effects in metrics

•
•

Overlay geospatially explicit decision support models
Consider stochastic or scenario-based inputs or models and calculate
expected value for non-stationarity influences (e.g., climate change,
fire, disease, drought, etc.)
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Restoration Scaling of Environmental Damages

Example No. 2
Prioritizing Habitat Restoration
Using Geospatial Explicit Life History Models to Prioritize Alternative Habitat
Ecosystem Diagnosis & Treatment (EDT) Model
Willis McConnaha
ICF International
Portland, OR
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Ecosystem Diagnosis & Treatment (EDT)
A hierarchical, spatially explicit model that analyzes aquatic habitat along
multiple life history pathways >20 years for analyzing restoration
alternatives for salmon in Pacific Northwest
– Now being applied for other species
– Evolution from BPJ inputs to documented life history parameters and
incorporation of other model inputs (e.g., hydrology models)
 Integrated across life stages to estimate life-history performance due to
habitat condition and connectivity
 Trajectory performance integrated to estimate population response to
habitat
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EDT Calculates Performance Across a Survival Landscape
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San Francisco Bay
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• ACDD is total blockage
to fish passage
• If removed,
connectivity restored
and steelhead
production increases.
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Restoration Scaling of Environmental Damages

Example No. 3
Landscape Level Conservation Planning
Using Geospatially and Temporally Explicit Scenario Simulation
OPTIONS Model
Don Reimer, Ph.D.
D.R. Systems, Inc.
Nanaimo, BC, Canada
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OPTIONS - Conservation Through Multiple
Approaches and Scales
•
•

•
•
•

Geospatially and temporally explicit rule-based deterministic
simulation model based on actual resource inventory data
Meet habitat and other environmental constraints and objectives
prior to allowing management activities or selecting restoration
alternatives
Species specific and habitat type rules, including connectivity
requirements
Habitats are permitted to migrate across landscapes
Incorporates and track management activities, costs, revenues, risks,
and benefits (including allocation of each) on geospatial and temporal
basis
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Cascades Habitat Conservation Plan
Plum Creek Timber Co. (PCTC)








650k ac planning area
Primary ownership
– PCTC (169k ac)
– USFS (202k ac)
ESA listed species
– Northern Spotted Owl
– Goshawk
– Grizzly Bear
– Marbled Murrelet
312 other species
PCTC received the 1997
U.S. Wildlife Stewardship
Award for this project
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Conservation through Habitat Recruitment at
the Regional Scale – Plum Creek Cascades HCP
• Variable terrain and
forest stand structures
• Checkerboard
ownership
• Local and regional
climate variation
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Conservation through Stand Structure Recruitment
(HCP Scale)
Stand Structure
2012
•Non-forest (Non)
•Stand Initiation (SI)
•Shrub/Sapling (SS)
•Young Forest (YF)
•Pole Timber(PT)
•Dispersal Forest (DF)
•Mature Forest (MF)
•Managed Old Growth
(OG)
•Old Growth
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Conservation through Stand Structure Recruitment
(HCP Scale)
Stand Structure
2046
•Non-forest (Non)
•Stand Initiation (SI)
•Shrub/Sapling (SS)
•Young Forest (YF)
•Pole Timber(PT)
•Dispersal Forest (DF)
•Mature Forest (MF)
•Managed Old Growth
(OG)
•Old Growth
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Northern Spotted Owl Habitat Conservation at the
HCP Scale
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Associations Between Species and Habitat
Categories
Life Form Guild

Stand Structure Associations

• fish

water

• frogs, salamanders

DF/MF/MOG/OG

• turtles, ducks

DF/MF/MOG/OG

• falcons, goats

PT/DF/MF/MOG/OG

• grouse, elk, deer, wolf

SI/SS/YF

• warblers, porcupines

SI/SS/YF

• sparrows, thrushes

SS/YF/MOG/OG

• fly catchers

SS/YF/PT
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107 Northern Spotted Owl Circles

1.8 mile
radius for
each circle
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Each Northern Spotted Owl Circle Has Economic
Impact on Forestry Operations
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Changes in Habitat for a Desired Species Has
Impacts on Other Species
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Temporally and Geospatially Explicit for
Verification and Adaptive Management
Sub-basin
• East Fork 2046

• Ownership PCTC
2046

• Region, species,
parcel, habitat
class, and much
more
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Summary and Recommendations
Ignoring habitat, ecosystem service, & human connectivity and
interactions for landscape level projects doesn’t lead to good outcomes
– There are methods and tools available
 Be explicit in defining connectivity requirements and goals
– If important to project success, don’t leave it implied
– What gets measured, gets done more frequently
– Not knowing how isn’t an excuse as supply of appropriate techniques
will respond to demand
 Evaluate how connectivity impacts resource management decisions
– Are simple deterministic models adequate?
– Are the models/tools both geospatially and temporally specific?
– Can decision science be integrated with pure science to understand
and track inter-relationships between habitats, ecosystem functions,
and human activities?
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